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From the author of the bestselling novels Only the Innocent and The Back Road 

How far would you go to hold on to the people you love? 

When Olivia Brookes calls the police to report that her husband and children are missing, she believes she
will never see them again. She has reason to fear the worst; this isn't the first tragedy that Olivia has
experienced. Now, two years later, Detective Chief Inspector Tom Douglas is called in to investigate this
family again, but this time it's Olivia who has disappeared. All the evidence suggests that she was here, in the
family home, that morning. 

But her car is in the garage, and her purse is in her handbag - on the kitchen table. The police want to issue
an appeal, but for some reason every single picture of this family has been removed from albums, from
phones, from computers. 

And then they find the blood... 

Has the past caught up with Olivia? 

Sleep Tight - if you can. You never know who's watching. 

Praise for Rachel Abbott: 

"Rachel Abbott will keep you guessing long into the night and just as soon as you've figured it out...think
again!"- Suspense Magazine 

"It is one of those books that holds you hostage and is hard to put down until the end" - Confessions of a
Reader 

"Abbott creates a tangled web of deception, secrets, and red herrings" - Booklist 

"Pure Genius: A Masterclass in the Perfect Thriller!!" - Love Books 

"One of THE Best Mystery Suspense Novels Read This Year!" - Amazon Vine Voice
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From reader reviews:

Evelina Soria:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite book and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your condition; you can add
your knowledge by the publication entitled Sleep Tight. Try to stumble through book Sleep Tight as your
pal. It means that it can to become your friend when you really feel alone and beside that of course make you
smarter than before. Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you considerably more
confidence because you can know every thing by the book. So , let us make new experience and knowledge
with this book.

Tom Burkhardt:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students as they are still students or the idea for all people in
the world, the actual best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that issue above. Every person
has diverse personality and hobby for every single other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that
they don't desire do that. You must know how great along with important the book Sleep Tight. All type of
book are you able to see on many methods. You can look for the internet solutions or other social media.

Terry Smith:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in every single way. By being competitive at this point,
people have do something to make these individuals survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and
notice by surrounding. One thing that occasionally many people have underestimated it for a while is
reading. Yeah, by reading a publication your ability to survive improve then having chance to stand than
other is high. For yourself who want to start reading some sort of book, we give you this Sleep Tight book as
nice and daily reading book. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

David Wade:

Reading can called imagination hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book especially
book entitled Sleep Tight your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every aspect that
maybe not known for but surely will end up your mind friends. Imaging each word written in a book then
become one contact form conclusion and explanation which maybe you never get just before. The Sleep
Tight giving you a different experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful info for
your better life within this era. So now let us show you the relaxing pattern here is your body and mind will
probably be pleased when you are finished looking at it, like winning a game. Do you want to try this
extraordinary wasting spare time activity?
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